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Scope

WaterSpain is the workshop that brings together those who do theoretical investigation
about water in different contexts in Spain and beyond, as well as those that are interested in
getting in touch with this community. Its an initiative that aims to seed and foster new
collaborations among researchers coming from different backgrounds and sharing the same
multidisciplinary interests related to water and its uncommon properties. This is the second
meeting of the series. The first meeting was held in Zaragoza, on February 7-8, 2013.
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PROGRAM
Thursday - July 6, 2017
14:45-15:00 OPENING
Session I: Chair Giancarlo Franzese
15:00-15:30 Arieh Ben-Naim (invited speaker)
Hydrophobic-Hydrophilic interactions in protein folding, protein-protein association and
molecular recognition
15:30-15:50 Valentino Bianco
Modeling proteins in water to understand folding, stability and aggregation
15:50-16:10 Klaas Wynne
Slow and super-slow water translational dynamics around organic and biological solutes
16:10-16:30 Carles Calero
The role and properties of water in the interaction of phospholipid membranes with other
phospholipid membranes and ions
16:30-17:10 COFFEE BREAK AND POSTER SESSION
Session II: Chair Jordi Martí
17:10-17:30 Enrique Sánchez Marcos
The identification of the coordination geometry of metal aquaions in water: a way to
understand the rare-earth contraction of aquaions
17:30-17:50 Rocío Semino
Proton Solvation and Dynamics in Water Acetone Solutions and Mesoscopic Aggregates
17:50-18:10 María M. Conde
Spontaneous NaCl-Doped Ice: Focus on the Mechanisms of Ions Inclusion
18:10-18:30 Luis G. McDowell
Observation of a roughening transition on the surface of ice
18:30-18:50 Jayant K. Singh
Ice nucleation on nanotextured surfaces: Influence of surface fraction, pillar height and
wetting states
18:50-19:10 Chantal Valeriani
Ice nucleation

21:30-23:00 SOCIAL DINNER
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Friday - July 7, 2017

Session III: Chair TBA
9:00-9:20 Albert Verdaguer
Substrate-dependence of the freezing dynamics of supercooled water films: A high speed
optical microscope study
9:20-9:40 Francesco Alliota
Kovacs effect and the relation between glasses and supercooled liquids
9:40-10:00 Rossend Rey
Ultrafast energy fluxes during solvation dynamics in liquid water
10:00-10:20 María C. Morón
Reproducing experimental data of relaxation phenomena in liquid water: ambient and low
temperature
10:20-10:40 Ioannis Skarmoutsos
Local structural fluctuations, hydrogen bonding and structural transitions in supercritical
water
10:40-10:55 Oriol Vilanova
Crystal polymorphism and hexatic phase in a many-body model for a water monolayer

10:55-11:30 COFFEE BREAK AND POSTER SESSION

Session IV: Chair Elvira Guàrdia
11:30-11:50 Emilio Artacho
Simulations of nanoconfined water between corrugated walls
11:50-12:10 Luis Carlos Pardo
Characterizing ordering in liquid water: An information theory approach
12:10-12:30 Kazuhiro Fuchizaki
SnI4—the substance that allows us to enter the no man’s land
12:30-12:50 Frédéric Caupin
Viscosity of supercooled water under pressure and two-state interpretation of water
anomalies
12:50-13:20 Mikhail Anisimov (invited speaker)
Do ordinary water and heavy water behave differently under supercooled and
superstretched conditions?

13:20-13:30 CLOSING
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Hydrophobic-Hydrophilic interactions in protein folding, protein-protein
association and molecular recognition
Arieh Ben-Naim
Department of Physical Chemistry. The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, 91904, Israel

Many biochemical processes such as protein folding or self assembly of proteins are highly
specific. Proteins fold spontaneously into a very specific 3-dimensional structure. Proteins
also associate spontaneously to form multi-subunit macromolecules. These processes occur
in aqueous media. The question we pose is what is the role of water in these processes?
Until recently it was believed that the hydrophobic effect, i.e. the tendency of hydrophobic
groups to “escape” from the aqueous environment is the dominant driving force for these
processes.1
Analysis of all the solvent induced contributions to the thermodynamic driving forces for
protein folding and protein-protein association reveals that, contrary to the commonly
accepted paradigm, hydrophilic interactions might be more important than hydrophobic
interactions.2
This conclusion was reached after critically examining the data on the various contributions
to the driving forces for protein folding, and protein-protein association. Examples on the
role of hydrophilic interactions on solubility of proteins, protein folding, protein-protein
association and molecular recognition will be presented. Thus, hydrophilic interactions not
only helps in understanding the role of water in biochemical processes, but they can also be
applies to design drugs that bind stronger to their targets.3,4
[1] W. Kauzmann, Advances Protein Chemistry 14, 1 (1959)
[2] A. Ben-Naim, Biopolymers 29, 567 (1990)
[3] A. Ben-Naim, Molecular Theory of Water and Aqueous Solutions,
Part I: Understanding Water, World Scientific, Singapore (2009)
[4] A. Ben-Naim, Molecular Theory of Water and Aqueous Solutions,
Part II: The Role of Water in Biological Systems, World Scientific, Singapore (to be
published 2011)
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Modeling proteins in water to understand folding, stability and aggregation
Valentino Bianco
Computational Physics Department, Faculty of Physics, University of Vienna, Sensengasse 8/10,
1090 Vienna, Austria.

Proteins are molecules made of a sequence of amino acid that fold into the native structures.
Such a structure is usually stable within a certain range of temperatures and pressures,
beyond which a protein denaturate. Such a phenomenon is well known at higher
temperatures, where the thermal fluctuations disrupt the native conformation. However,
similar phenomena are observed by decreasing the temperature or by increasing the
pressure, respectively known as cold- and pressure-denaturation. Moreover, in order to
guarantee the correct biological functions, proteins have evolved to have a low enough
propensity to aggregate within a range of protein expression required for their biological
activity, but with no margin to respond to external factors increasing/decreasing their
expression/solubility. Indeed, protein aggregation is mostly unavoidable when proteins are
expressed at concentrations higher than the natural ones. Here, by means of a coarse-grain
model which include explicitly the protein effect on the water dynamics, we investigate the
folding, the stability and the aggregation of proteins.
[1] Franzese G, Bianco V, Iskrov S, Food Biophys 6, 186 (2011)
[2] Bianco V, Iskrov S, Franzese G, J Biol Phys 38, 27 (2012)
[3] Bianco V, Franzese G, Food Biophys 8, 153 (2013)
[4] Bianco V, Franzese G, Scientific Reports 4, 4440 (2014)
[5] Bianco V, Franzese G, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 108101 (2015)
[6] Bianco V, Franzese G, Dellago C, Coluzza I, accepted on Phys. Rev. X (2017)
[7] Bianco V, Pages Gelabert N, Coluzza I, Franzese G, https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.03370,
submitted (2017)
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Sllow and su
uper-slow
w water traanslationa
al dynamiccs aroundd organic and
bioological so
olutes
Gopakumaar Ramakrisshnan, Mariio Gonzálezz-Jiménez, Adrian
A
J. Laapthorn, and
d Klaas
Wynne
Schooll of Chemistrry, WestCHE
EM, Universsity of Glasgo
ow, Glasgow
w G12 8QQ, United
Kingdom

Solvattion of moleecules, in particular
p
byy water, is of
o great imp
portance for
or the underrstanding
of (bioo)chemical reactivity,
r
the
t determinnation of so
olubilities, and
a biologiccal interactions vital
to living organism
ms. For exaample, in thhe case of DNA
D
and proteins,
p
thee hydration
n layer is
essential in determ
mining conformation aand function
n.1 The wide range in tthe relaxatio
on times
heoretical modelling
m
was only recently
of waater in the solvation shell preddicted by th
experiimentally obbserved in DNA.2 How
wever, no experimenta
e
al techniquee has yet alllowed a
detaileed descriptiion of the distribution
d
of relaxatio
on timescales. The difffusive orien
ntational
and trranslational motions off liquid waater as welll as the hyd
drogen-bonnd bend and
d stretch
modess are in the gigahertz
g
to
o
teraherrtz frequenccy range an
nd have beenn widely stu
udied. On adding
a
soluttes, the dynamics of
water in the solvvation shell are expecteed to chang
ge to a greaater or lesseer extent. However,
H
diffusiive and librrational mottions of the solute tend
d to mask th
hese changees. We havee applied
the tecchnique of optical Kerrr-effect sp ectroscopy,, which measures the depolarised
d Raman
spectruum using a time-dom
main techniique and is
i sensitive to reorienntational molecular
m
motionns.3 Thus, thhis providees an opporttunity to “sswitch-off” signals by using appro
opriately
chosenn solutes orr solvents. Here
H
we stuudy the dyn
namics of so
olvation waater in the solvation
s
spheree of organicc and biolog
gical solutess by using solutes
s
thatt are “invisiible” in the relevant
frequeency range. A slowd
down factoor of ~50 is observ
ved even for relatively low
concenntrations off the solute.

Fig. 1. C
Comparison of
o the modified solvation-w
water spectra fo
or different co
oncentrations oof TMAO.
Bulk-w
water spectrum
m and concentrration-dependeent solvation--water spectra in aqueous TM
TMAO solution
ns
determiined by a fittinng procedure and
a leaving ouut the bulk waater contributiion.

[1] Duuboué-Dijonn, E.; Fogarty, A. C.; H
Hynes, J.; Laaage, D. J.A
Am.Chem.Sooc. 138, 761
10 (2016)
[2] Goonzález Jiméénez, M.; Ramakrishna
R
an, G.; Harw
wood, T.; Laapthorn, A. J.; Kelly, S.
S M.;
Ellis, E
E. M.; Wynnne, K. Nat..Commun. 77, 11799 (2016)
[3] Tuurton, D. A.; Senn, H. M.;
M Harwoodd, T.; Lapth
horn, A. J.; Ellis,
E
E. M.;; Wynne, K.
Nat.Coommun. 5, 3999 (2014
4)
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Th
he role andd propertiies of wateer in the interaction
i
n of phosppholipid
membraanes with other phoospholipid
d membranes and ioons
Carlees Caleroa,b
a

Deparrtament de Física
F
de la Matèria
M
Conddensada, Univ
versitat de Barcelona, Maartí Franquès
1, 08028 B
Barcelona, Spain
S
b

Institut de Nanoociència i Nan
notecnologiaa, Universitat de Barcelon
na, Av. Joan XXIII S/N,
08028 B arcelona, Sp
pain

Biologgical membbranes proviide a limitinng structuree which separates the iinterior and exterior
of cellls and organnelles. Bein
ng selectiveely permeab
ble, they control the floow of substtances in
and ouut of the cell,
c
which permits too regulate its compossition and tthe commu
unication
betweeen cells thrrough signaaling with ioons. In the fulfillment of these fuunctions, in
nterfacial
water plays a funndamental role,
r
since iit mediates in the interaction of tthe membraane with
other biomoleculles (such ass proteins, sugars or other
o
memb
branes), andd it determ
mines the
electroostatic properties of thee membranee.
In thiss contributioon we discu
uss the propperties and role
r of interrfacial waterr in both membrane
functioons. First, we invesstigate usinng all-atom
m moleculaar dynamiccs simulatiions the
properrties of confined waterr in betweenn interacting phospholipid membrranes [1]. We
W show
that booth the trannslational an
nd rotationaal dynamicss of water molecules
m
eexhibit a mo
onotonic
dependdence with the distancce betweenn the confin
ning membrranes. We iinterpret the results
using a layering model
m
of water
w
molecuules with th
he help of a local definnition of disstance to
he interactioon of phosspholipid
the membrane. Second, wee study thee effect of water in th
m
ion
ns. Using m
metadynamiccs simulatio
ons we quanntify the free energy
membbranes with metallic
of adsorption of biologically
b
y relevant m
metallic ionss and water to the mem
mbrane, pro
oviding a
full chharacterizatiion of ion adsorption
a
[[2]. Using th
he same tecchnique we ascertain th
he effect
of choolesterol in the
t adsorption of metalllic ions to the
t membraane [3].

Figure:: representatioon of model of hydrated meembrane

[1] Caalero, C.; Staanley, H. E.; Franzese,, G. Materiaals 9, 319 (2
2016)
[2] Yaang, J.; Caleero, C.; Bon
nomi, M.; M
Martí, J. J.Ch
hem.Theor. and Comp.. 11, 4495 (2
2015)
[3] Yaang, J.; Bonomi, M.; Caalero, C.; M
Martí, J. Phy
ys.Chem.Chem.Phys. 188, 9036 (20
015)
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The identification of the cooordination
n geometrry of metaal aquaion
ns
in
n water: a way to understand
u
d the raree-earth con
ntraction of aquaio
ons
E
E.Sánchez Marcos†,
M
N. Morales , E
E. Galbis , J. M. Martínez and R. R
R. Pappalarrdo
†Deparaamento de Química
Q
Físicca.Universidaad de Sevillaa, 41012-Sevvilla, Spain

The anngular distribution funcction (ADF
F) associated
d to the oxy
ygen-metal ion-oxygen
n (OMO)
of sevveral rare-earth aquaio
ons has beeen used to identify th
he most proobable coorrdination
geomeetry of thesee aquaions in aqueous solutions. The ADFs extracted fr
from the traj
ajectories
of Moolecular Dyynamics sim
mulations hhave been compared
c
with
w the diiscrete distrributions
correspponding to the coordin
nation arounnd a central ion followiing an ideall polyhedron
n pattern
provided byy the rigid structure
[1,2]. A procedurre to converrt the naturaal discrete distribution
d
s
of an iideal polyhedron in a continuous
c
function in
ncorporating
g specific qu
quantum-meechanical
inform
mation of thhe aquaion under studdy is propossed [3]. Th
his procedurre is applieed to the
analyssis of four trrivalent raree-earth metaal ions in water,
w
two off them repreesentatives of the 8fold hyydration, Cf[(H2O)8]3
3+ and Lu[((H2O)8]3+, and the oth
her two catiions represeentatives
of thee 9-fold hyddration, Ac[(H2O)9]3+
+and La[(H
H2O)9]3+. Metal
M
catioon-water intteraction
potenttials were built
b
on the basis of a flexible an
nd polarizab
ble model ddeveloped from
f
the
Hydraated Ion appproach [4
4,5]. For tthose 8-coordinated, the Squarre Antiprism
m (SA)
coordiination geom
metry is prreferred. Foor the 9-folld coordinaation the sim
mulation ADFs
A
are
more ssimilar to thhat derived from a Gyyro-elongateed SA ratheer than to thhe usually proposed
p
Trigonnal Tricappeed Prism. This
T findingg leads to an
n alternativ
ve view of tthe evolutio
on of the
hydrattion numberr along the rare-earth series aquaaion based on the dyna
namics prop
perties of
the cappped water molecule of
o the Gyro--elongated SA
S aquaion
n rather thann on the equ
uilibrium
betweeen the octahhydrated an
nd enneahyddrated aquaaions. Appliications of tthe method
dology to
other ccoordinationn numbers, such as 4, 6 and 7, hav
ve been explored to cheeck the robu
utness of
the prooposed proccedure.

(
[1] .T. Kowall, F. Foglia , L. Helm, J. Phhys. Chem. 99, 13078 (1995).
[2] R. Atta-Fynn, E.J. Bylask
ka, G. Schennter, W. de Jong,
J
J.Phy
ys.Chem. A 1115, 4665 (2011).
[3]N. Morales, E. Galbis, J. M. M
Martinez, R.R.
R
Pappaalardo, E. Sánchez Marcos,
J.Physs.Chem.Lettt. 7, 4275 (2
2016).
[4] J.M
M. Martinezz, R.R. Papp
palardo, E. S
Sanchez Maarcos, J.Am
m.Chem.Socc. 121, 3175 (1999).
[5] E. Galbis, J. Hernández-C
H
Cobos, C. dden Auwer, C. Le Naou
ur, D. Guilllaumont, E. Simoni,
R.R. P
Pappalardo, E. Sánchezz Marcos, A
Angew. Chem
m. Int. Ed. 49,
4 3811 (20010).
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Proton Solvation and Dynamics in Water Acetone Solutions and Mesoscopic
Aggregates
Rocio Semino,†* Jordi Martí,‡ Elvira Guàrdia, María P. Longinotti† and Daniel Laria† §
†

Departamento de Química Inorgánica Analítica y Química-Física e INQUIMAE,
Facultad de Ciencias Exactas y Naturales, Universidad de Buenos Aires, Ciudad Universitaria,
Pabellón II, 1428 Buenos Aires, Argentina
‡
Departament de Física i Enginyeria Nuclear, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya-Barcelona Tech.
B4-B5 Campus Nord, 08034 Barcelona, Spain
§
Departamento de Física de la Materia Condensada, Comisión Nacional de Energía Atómica,
Avenida Libertador 8250, 1429 Buenos Aires, Argentina
* Current address: Institut Charles Gerhardt Montpellier UMR 5253 CNRS, Université de
Montpellier, Place E. Bataillon, 34095 Montpellier Cedex 05, France

Aqueous proton transfer is controlled by the well-known Grotthuss mechanism, that takes
place in the picoseconds timescale. Transferences involve translocations of the average
position of the excess charge, which require successive spatial rearrangements along chains
of hydrogen bonds. In this work, we analyze structural and dynamical characteristics of
proton solvation in water-acetone bulk mixtures and mesoscopic nanoclusters. For this, we
combined direct conductivity measurements with a reactive molecular dynamics simulation
approach, based on a multistate empirical valence bond Hamiltonian model that incorporates
a proton translocation mechanism.
Our conductivity measurements show that HCl and LiCl conductivities at infinite dilution
are very similar for acetone-rich solutions, up to xw ∼ 0.25. From this composition onwards,
the acid conductivity exceeds that for the salt, and the Grotthuss mechanism gradually
activates as water content is increased. There is a qualitative change in HCl conductivity
around xw ∼ 0.8. Accordingly, simulations show that at this composition, the concentration
dependences of both the rate of proton transfer and its diffusivity change at a qualitative
level. This transition can be traced back to modifications in the second solvation shell of the
excess charge which, in acetone rich solutions, normally includes at least one acetone
molecule. Our results suggest that one possible mechanism controlling proton transfer in the
0.25 < xw < 0.8 solutions, is the exchange of one of these tagged acetone molecules by
nearby water ones. We further studied binary mesoscopic aggregates of the type
[H(H2O)m((CH3)2CO)n]+, with m = 50 and n = 6, 25 and 100. At low acetone contents,
clusters consist of a water core partially coated by acetone. The excess proton is located at
the surface of the water core, with at least three acetone molecules in its second solvation
shell. The transfer dynamics is much slower than in bulk mixtures of equal composition,
reaching the nanosecond timescale, and the transfer mechanism seems to involve a
preliminary proton “immersion” into the underlying water core. In clusters with excess
water, we found evidence of incipient water-acetone miscibility. The proton resides in
aqueous domains of irregular shape, fully embedded within the acetone phase. Under these
circumstances, we did not detect proton transfer events along ∼ 30 ns trajectories.
[1] R. Semino, D. Laria, J.Chem.Phys. 136, 194503 (2012)
[2] R. Semino, M. P. Longinotti, J.Chem.Phys. 139, 164510 (2013)
[3] R. Semino, J. Martí, E. Guàrdia, D. Laria, J.Chem.Phys. 137, 194301 (2012)
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Spon
ntaneous NaCl-Dop
ped Ice: F
Focus on the
t Mecha
anisms off Ions Incllusion
M. M. Conde,,† M. Roverre† and P. Gallo
G †
†

Dipartimeento di Matem
matica e Fisiica, Universiità Roma Tree,
Via della Vasca Navale 84, 00146
0
Romaa, Italy

Moleccular dynam
mics simulaations on m
microsecond
d time scalee have beenn performeed on an
aqueouus solution of TIP4P/2005 water aand NaCl by
y using the direct coexiistence tech
hnique to
study tthe ice grow
wth and the interface icce/liquid waater. At amb
bient pressur
ure, for temp
peratures
above the eutecttic point of the salt and at seaawater conccentration tthe brine rejection
r
phenom
menon andd the spontaaneous grow
wth of a icee slab dopeed by the saalt are obtaained, as
found in natural terrestrial and
a planetarry environm
ments. Expeeriments inddicate that Cl- goes
substittutional to ice sites. In
n line withh these evid
dences we find a new
w result: thee Cl- ion
includded in the laattice alway
ys substituttes not one but two water molecuules leaving
g the ice
+
structuure around not
n distorted
d. The Na ion shows lower
l
probaability to bee included in the ice
and itt occupies an interstittial site, caausing a loccal distortio
on of the llattice. No sign of
signifiicative ions diffusion iss observed iin the latticee [1].

.

Fig. 1: Final snaapshot for th
he ice/NaC
Cl(aq) system
m after 2 μs
μ at ΔT = --20K (top).. Frontal
C - ion (bottom left) andd a Na+ ion (bottom
view oof a doped ice Ih latticee portion conntaining a Cl
right).

[1] M.. M. Conde,, M. Roveree, and P. Gal
allo. Phys. Chem.
C
Chem
m. Phys. 19, 9566 - 957
74 (2017).
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Observation of a roughening transition on the surface of ice
P. Llombart1, J. Benet2, E. Sanz1 and Luis G. MacDowell1
1

Departamento de Química Física, Universidad Complutense, Madrid, Spain
2
Department of Physics, Durham University, United Kingdom

The habit of ice crystals in the atmosphere change from plates, to columns, to plates and yet
back to columns as temperature is cooled down below the triple point [1]. Attempts to
explain this puzzling sequence of events rely on the formation of a thin quasi-liquid layer of
premelted ice [2]. Many efforts have been devoted to determine the onset of premelting and
the thickness of the layer as the triple point is approached [3]. But precisely what is the
influece of this film on the global behavior of the ice/vapor interface, and how could it
impact on the mechanism of crystal growth is far from being understood [1]. In this paper,
we argue that a thin premelting layer of ice hardly one nanometer thick is able to induce a
structural transition of the Kosterlitz-Thoules type on the ice surface.[4] Our computer
simulations reveal that the two distinct surfaces bounding the quasi-liquid layer behave at
small wave-lengths as rough and independent ice/water and water/vapor interfaces.
However, the finite thickness of the layer inhibits large scale fluctuations and drives the
crystal surface smooth at long wave-lengths. Our results explain why ice crystal prisms
retain a distinct hexagonal shape up to the triple point, and suggest the formation of a
premelting film could slow down the growth rate of crystal facets. Understanding the
structure and growth mechanisms of ice crystals also has important implications in
atmospheric science, glaciology, and frost heaving [3]. In our study, we simulate the
premelting layer of water a few Kelvin below the triple point. Using an adequate order
parameter, it is possible to identify distinct ice/film and film/vapor, surfaces, which separate
the premelting film from the bulk solid and vapor. The spectrum of surface fluctuations
allow us to meassure the wave-vector dependent components of the stiffness tensor, which
are finite for a rough surface, but effectively diverge for smooth surfaces. At a temperature
two Kelvin below the triple point, our results indicate that the stiffness coefficients for
ice/film, film/vapor and coupled ice/film and film/vapor fluctuations converge to a finite
value. Moreover, it is found that the fluctuations closely resemble those of independent
ice/water and water/vapor interfaces at large wave-vectors, but eventually couple and
produce an effective stiffness which is the sum of the stiffness coefficients of the
independent interfaces. A few Kelvin below, however, the stiffness coefficients effectively
diverge, and indicate the onset of a completely different regime with finite surface
fluctuations that corresponds to a smooth surface. Accordingly, it is expected that the crystal
growth rate of the prismatic facet will slow down below this temperature, and promote the
growth of columnar crystals as observed in the atmosphere.
[1] K. G. Libbrecht, Rep.Prog.Phys. 68, 855 (2005)
[2] T. Kuroda and R. Lacmann, J.Cryst.Growth 56(1), 189 (1982)
[3] J. G. Dash, A. W. Rempel, and J. S. Wettlaufer, Rev.Mod.Phys. 78, 695 (2006)
[4] J. Benet, P. Llombart, E. Sanz, and L. G. MacDowell, Phys.Rev.Lett. 117, 096101(2016)
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Ice nucleation on nanotextured surfaces: Influence of
surface fraction, pillar height and wetting states
Atanu K. Metya1 and Jayant K. Singh1*
1

Department of Chemical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, India.
*

Corresponding author e-mail: jayantks@iitk.ac.in

The formation of ice affects many industrial processes [1] such as transportation, power and
agriculture [2]. Further, it can cause aircraft accidents due to icing on the wings and
airframe. Thus, in order to minimize or control the ice formation on the various surfaces,
scientists and engineers have put their efforts into designing ice–repellent materials for
various practical applications. Recently, there has been significant interest in developing
such material based on super–hydrophobic surfaces with a subsequent improvement in
performance and stability [1,3]. However, the same super-hydrophobic surface need not be
an anti-icing surface [4]. Thus, to design a suitable material for improving anti-icing
efficiency in various industrial processes and applications, efforts are required to understand
the principle underlying mechanism of ice nucleation.
In this work, we address the nucleation behavior of a supercooled cylindrical water droplet
on nanoscale-textured surfaces using molecular dynamics simulations. Ice nucleation rate at
203 K on graphite based textured surfaces is evaluated using the mean fast-passage time
method. The nucleation rate depends on surface fraction as well as wetting states. The
nucleation rate is found to increase with increasing surface fraction for water in the CassieBaxter state, while contrary behavior is observed for the case of Wenzel state.
Heterogeneous nucleation is observed at a high surface fraction. However, the probability of
homogeneous ice nucleation events increases with decreasing surface fraction. We further
investigate the role of nanopillar height on ice nucleation. The nucleation rate is found to
enhance with increasing nanopillar height.
[1] K.K.Varanasi, T.Deng, J.D.Smith, M.Hsu, and N.Bhate, Appl.Phys.Lett. 97, 234102
(2010)
[2] U.Björnstig, J. Björnstig, and A. Dahlgren, Accid.Anal.Prev. 29, 211–215 (1997)
[3] A.Tuteja, W.Choi, M.Ma, J.M.Mabry, S.A.Mazzella, G.C.Rutledge, G.H.McKinley, and
R.E.Cohen, Science 318, 1618-1622 (2007)
[4] J.K.Singh and F.Müller-Plathe, Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 021603 (2014)
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Ice nucleation
Chantal Valeriani†, J.Espinosa‡, J.L.F.Abascal‡, E.Sanz‡, C.Vega‡
†

‡

Departamento de Fisica Aplicada I, Facultad de Ciencias Fisicas, Universidad Complutense de
Madrid, Avenida Complutense, 28040, Madrid, Spain

Departamento de Quimica Fisica I, Facultad de Ciencias Quimicas, Universidad Complutense de
Madrid, Avenida Complutense, 28040, Madrid, Spain

Avoiding water freezing is the holy grail in cells cryopreservation and climate change
modeling. Using a seeding approach [1], in which classical nucleation theory is combined
with simulations of ice clusters embedded in supercooled water, we evaluate the nucleation
rate at ambient pressure in a wide metastability range [2] and for several water models [3],
and estimate the ice-liquid interfacial free energy up to coexistence conditions, in reasonable
agreement with the reported experimental values. Experimental ice nucleation rates are
closer to the ones obtained for TIP4P/ICE and mW water [4], water models with similar
melting point and enthalpy but different freezing dynamics. Estimating the crystallisation
time via the Avrami’s expression, we conclude that the minimum crystallization time for
TIP4P/ICE is about ten microseconds at 55K below melting, compatible with the minimum
cooling rate required to avoid ice formation [4].

[1] J.R.Espinosa, C.Vega, C.Valeriani and E.Sanz, J.Chem.Phys. 144, 34501 (2016)
[2] E. Sanz, C. Vega, J.R. Espinosa, R. Bernal, J. Abascal and C. Valeriani, J. Am. Chem.
Soc 135, 15008 (2013)
[3] J.R.Espinosa, E.Sanz, C.Valeriani and C.Vega, J.Chem.Phys. 142, 18C529 (2014)
[4] J.R.Espinosa, C.Navarro, E.Sanz, C.Valeriani and C.Vega, J.Chem.Phys. 145, 11922
(2016)
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Icing in a cold atmospheric
a
environmeent has a wide
w
impact in variouss fields and
d it often
represents a hazaard for tran
nsportation ssystems succh as aviatiion, shippinng and road
d traffic.
Althouugh the meechanisms during
d
freezzing of sup
percooled droplets
d
havve been exttensively
studiedd for decaddes, the mechanisms dduring icing
g of surfacees it’s still under debaate [1,2].
Many icing theoriies focus on
nly on the coomplex heaat and mass transfer of w
water filmss, despite
t
surfacee can have a profound impact on water film
m structures [3] very
it’s weell known that
little iis known on
o the imp
pact of thatt on the iccing process. Here wee report an
n optical
microsscope studyy, using a hiighspeed caamera, of th
he icing process of suppercooled water
w
thin
films (thickness <0.5 mm) on well deefined relev
vant surfaces (mica, ssilicon, glasss, gold,
quartzz..). Differennt stages off the freezinng process were
w
identiffied and its dependencce on the
substraate was studdied. Of speecial interesst was the study
s
of den
ndrite formaation and grrowth as
a function of supeercooled tem
mperature aand substratee used.

Figuree: Freezing dynamics of
o a water fi
film on silicon (A) and glass (B) att -1°C.
[1] M.. Schremb et
e al. Phys. Rev
R E 94, 0052804 (201
16)
[2] W.. Kong and H. Liu I. J. Heat Mass Trans. 91, 1217-1236 (2015)
[3] A. Verdaguer et al. Chem
m. Rev. 106,, 1478-1510
0 (2006)
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Kovacs effect and the relation between glasses and supercooled liquids
1

F. Aliotta, 2P.V. Giaquinta, 1R.C. Ponterio, 1F. Saija
1

2

CNR-IPCF, Messina, ITALY

Dipartimento di Scienze Matematiche e Informatiche, Scienze Fisiche e Scienze della Terra,
Universit`a degli Studi di Messina, Messina, ITALY

We revisit Kovacs’ effect, which concerns the way the volume of a glass-forming liquid,
originally driven out of equilibrium, changes with time while the system evolves towards a
metastable state. The theoretical explanation of this phenomenon has attracted a deep
interest even in recent years, because of its relation with some subtle aspects of the still
elusive nature of the glass transition. In fact, even if there is a rather general consensus on
the fact that what is experimentally observed on cooling is the dramatic effect produced by
the dynamical arrest of slower degrees of freedom over the experimental time scale, it is not
at all obvious whether this phenomenology can be justified by an underlying (possibly, high
order) phase transition at a lower temperature. We show how the phenomenon investigated
by Kovacs can be explained in terms of the relaxation undergone by slow motions, on a time
scale comparable with the experimental time windows. The results from a simple model
system, namely o-therphenyl, are compared with indications from other glass formers,
including water. The ability of a simple out-of-equilibrium approach in reproducing a wide
class of phenomena related with the glass transition suggests the idea that the hypothesis of a
thermodynamic phase transition should be reconsidered in favor of alternative scenarios.
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Ultrafast energy fluxes during solvation dynamics in liquid water
R. Rey1, J.T. Hynes2,3
1
2

Departament de Física, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain
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3

Chemistry Department, Ecole Normale Sup.rieure, Paris, France

We and several colleagues previously developed a work and power analysis scheme to
unravel the ultrafast energy fluxes resulting from excitation of solute vibrations or rotations
in neat liquid water. This revealed the identity and sequence of solvent modes/hydration
shells absorbing the excess energy, and provided a qualitative and quantitative picture of the
energy transfer pathway. More recently, we have applied the same energy flux approach to
bring a previously absent molecular level perspective to the much-studied 'solvation
dynamics' problem [1,2,3]. We focus on the classic, neutral monatomic solute immersed in
water solvent, subjected to a sudden acquisition of a unit charge, here in a nonequilibrium
perspective. The path and time scales of the subsequent energy flow to the water solvent’s
translations, rotations, and vibrations are analyzed via the energy flux scheme, as are the
contributions from different hydration shells, and rotational axes. Other central issues,
related to linear response theory, ‘inverted’ snowball effects, and inertial relaxation, are also
analyzed.

[1] R. Rey and J.T. Hynes, J. Phys.Chem. B 118, 7558-7570 (2015)
[2] R. Rey and J.T. Hynes, J. Phys.Chem. B 120, 11287−11297 (2016)
[3] R. Rey and J.T. Hynes, J. Phys.Chem. B 121, 1377-1385 (2017)
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Reproducing experimental data of relaxation phenomena in liquid water:
ambient and low temperature
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The relaxation dynamics of ambient and low temperature liquid water has been analyzed
through all-atom molecular dynamics simulations, residence times, and time correlation
functions from 300 K to 243 K. A nanodrop of neat water has been modelled as a sphere of


nanometric dimensions. A stretched exponential function exp[ –(t/) ] has been found to
properly describe the decay of residence times calculated at different temperatures for the
solvent molecules within that sphere. The relaxation time  increases as the temperature
decreases, exhibiting a divergence at Ts = 227 ± 3 K. Since the stretched exponent amounts
= 0.59 ± 0.01, and therefore ≠ 1, the presence of, not a unique decay time, but a
distribution of relaxation times is indicated. The temperature independence of suggests
that such a distribution of decay times also holds at low temperature. An explanation for that
heterogeneity can be found at the nanoscopic level (Fig. 1). Experimental data are
quantitatively replicated by the above reported Ts and  values (previous numerical
simulations in the bibliography do not do it).

Fig. 1: Number of hydrogen bonds (HB) that, as a function of time, a water molecule can
establish with their neighbours at 258 K.
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Local structural fluctuations, hydrogen bonding and structural transitions in
supercritical water
Ioannis Skarmoutsos,† Elvira Guàrdia‡ and Jannis Samios§
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Institut Charles Gerhardt Montpellier, UMR 5253 CNRS, Universite de Montpellier, Place E.
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The contribution of hydrogen bonding interactions to the formation of local density
inhomogeneities in supercritical water at near-critical conditions has been extensively
studied by means of molecular dynamics simulations. Particular attention has been given to
the effect of hydrogen bonding interactions on the bulk density dependence of the local
density augmentation around the water molecules. The results obtained have revealed the
strong effect of water molecules forming one and two hydrogen bonds on the determination
of the local density augmentation in the fluid. The local structural order has also been
studied in terms of the trigonal and tetrahedral order parameters, revealing the correlation
between local orientational order and hydrogen bonding. The dynamics of the structural
order parameters exhibit similarities with the local density ones. Interestingly, their
corresponding relaxation times are maximized at the range of bulk densities where the local
density augmentation also attains its maximum value. The local structural analysis
performed in terms of nearest neighbors around the individual molecules provides additional
significant evidence about the existence of a liquid-like to gas-like structural transition in
supercritical water at the density range close to 0.2 ρc, further supporting previous
qualitative suggestions based on the interpretation of experimental thermodynamic data.

[1] I. Skarmoutsos, D. Dellis, J. Samios, J. Phys. Chem. B 113, 2783 (2009)
[2] I. Skarmoutsos, E. Guàrdia, J. Chem. Phys. 132, 074502 (2010)
[3] I. Skarmoutsos, M. Masia, E. Guàrdia, Chem. Phys. Lett. 648, 102 (2016)
[4] B. Sedunov, J. Thermodynamics 2011, 194353 (2011)
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Crysstal polym
morphism and hexa tic phase in a manyy-body moodel for a water
monolayeer
Oriol Vilannova, Giancarlo Franzese
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We sshow that water
w
confin
ned in narroow hydroph
hobic slit pores, such aas those formed by
graphhene-based membraness, is polymoorphic when
n it crystallizes. We coonsider the case
c
of a
confi
fined water monolayer
m
and we findd two crystaals with diffferent symm
metry and density
d
at
low temperaturee T: a low
w-density crrystal (LDc) at low prressure P, and a high
h-density
a high P. By
B increasinng T or deecreasing P we find a pair of con
ntinuous
crysttal (HDc) at
phasee transitions to a low density
d
hexaatic (LDh) phase
p
and to
o a high dennsity hexatiic (HDh)
phasee at low T and a second pair of continuous phase transitions to a low densitty liquid
(LDL
L) and to a high densitty liquid (H
HDL) at hig
gher T, respectively. Fuurthermore, we find
evideences of a LDL-HDL
L first-orderr phase traansition end
ding in a liiquid-liquid
d critical
pointt. These ressults are presented witthin the fraamework off a many-boody model of water
wherre we considder explicitly the contrribution of three-body
t
interactions
i
s separated from the
rest of many-body interacctions. We discuss ho
ow our resu
ults dependd on the ch
hoice of
param
meters of thhe model, opening
o
thee way for a systematicc study of hhow the strength of
threee-body interractions in coarse-grainned modelss of water affects
a
the oobservabilitty of the
liquidd-liquid phaase transitio
on.

Fig. 1. P −T Phaase diagram
m with param
meters ε = 1,
1 J = 0.5, Jσ = 0.1, q = 6 and Jθ = 0.10.
0
We
identtify variouss phases as: liquid (L
Liq), gas (Gas),
(
low density he
hexatic with
h square
symm
metry (LDhh), high deensity hexaatic with trriangular sy
ymmetry (H
HDh), low density
crysttal with squuare symmeetry (LDc) and high density
d
crystal with trriangular sy
ymmetry
(HDcc). Other quantities
q
su
uch as the Temperaturre of maxim
mum densitty (TMD), and the
maxiima in the specific heatt CP are shoown.
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Simulations of nanoconfined water between corrugated walls
Jon Zubeltzu† and Emilio Artacho†‡§
†CIC Nanogune and DIPC, Tolosa Hiribidea 76, 20018 San Sebastian, Spain
‡
Basque Foundation for Science, Ikerbasque, 48011 Bilbao, Spain
§
Theory of Condensed Matter, Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, J. J. Thomson
Avenue, Cambridge, CB3 0HE, United Kingdom

Water confined to nanoscale widths in two dimensions between ideal planar walls has been
the subject of ample study, aiming at understanding the intrinsic response of water to
confinement, avoiding the consideration of the chemistry of actual confining materials. In
this work [1], we study the response of such nanoconfined water to the imposition of a
periodicity in the confinement by means of computer simulations, both using empirical
potentials and from first-principles. For that we propose a periodic confining potential
emulating the atomistic oscillation of the confining walls, which allows varying the lattice
parameter and amplitude of the oscillation. We do it for a triangular lattice, with several
values of the lattice parameter: one which is ideal for commensuration with layers of Ih
ice, and other values that would correspond to more realistic substrates. For the former, the
phase diagram shows an overall rise of the melting temperature. The liquid maintains a bilayer triangular structure, however, despite the fact that it is not favoured by the external
periodicity. The first-principles liquid is significantly affected by the modulation in its
layering and stacking even at relatively small amplitudes of the confinement modulation.
Beyond some critical modulation amplitude the hexatic phase present in flat confinement is
replaced by a trilayer crystalline phase unlike any of the phases encountered for flat
confinement. For more realistic lattice parameters, the liquid does not display higher
tendency to freeze, but it clearly shows inhomogeneous behaviour as the strength of the
rugosity increases. In spite of this expected inhomogeneity, the structural and dynamical
response of the liquid is surprisingly insensitive to the external modulation. Although the
first-principles calculations give a more triangular liquid than the one observed with
empirical potentials (TIP4P/2005), both agree remarkably well for the main conclusions of
the study.
[1] J. Zubeltzu and E. Artacho, arXiv.org:1705.05270 (2017)
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Inform
mation theorry is a geneeral methodd to quantiffy correlatio
ons and infoormation co
ontent in
N-dim
mensional Probability
P
Distribution
D
n Functionss. Since thee structure of liquids is fully
describbed by the six-fold
s
Pro
obability Diistribution Function
F
g( r, ) it is ppossible to apply
a
the
whole information theory formalism to the study of
o liquids in
n general annd of liquid water in
particuular. To doo that we have
h
split the five an
ngles Ω deescribing thhe ordering
g of two
molecuules in two sets: one deescribing thhe position in
i spherical coordinate s  pos   pos
p ,  pos 
and annother one that only has
h into acccount the relative orieentation of the two mo
olecules,
characcterized by the three Euler
E
anglees  ori   ori ,  ori , ori . This parrtition allow
ws us to
characcterize the ordering
o
of liquids at a great levell of detail [1]. More im
mportant, th
hough, is
that thhis separatioon in differrent contribbutions allo
ows us to quantify
q
how
w well ord
dered are
liquidss with respeect to their relative
r
possition and orientation.
o
Applying
A
thhis method to liquid
water has allowedd us to deterrmine that iit is structurred up to distances as llong as 10 Å,
Å where
the efffects of the tetrahedral
t
structure off liquid wateer at short distances
d
is still to be feelt [2].

Fig. 1: Positionall entropy in liquid wateer, together with
w the PD
DF associateed to the ang
gles
describbing the possition of liq
quid water inn spherical coordinatess  pos   ppos ,  pos 
[1] L..C.Pardo, A.Henao, S.B
Busch, E.Guuàrdia, J.L.T
Tamarit, Ph
hys.Chem.C
Chem.Phys. 16,
244799-24483 (2014)
[2] A.H
Henao, S.Buusch, E.Guààrdia, J.Ll.T
Tamarit, L.C
C.Pardo, Phys.Chem.Chhem.Phys. 18,
1420-11425 (2016)
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SnI4 — the substance that allows us to enter the no man’s land
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Tin tetraiodide has been shown to exhibit water-type polyamorphic nature; it has lowdensity amorphous (LDA) and high-density amorphous (HDA) states [1]. Unlike water, the
corresponding thermodynamically stable liquid counterparts, low-density liquid (LDL) and
high-density liquid (HDL) states, with different local structures and densities, could be
identified in the bulk [2,3]. The pseudo-binary regular-solution model [4], a coarse-grained
Potts model [5], and the Franzese—Stanley (FZ) model [6] could capture equally well the
location of these states and phases on the pressure—temperature phase diagram [7]. All
these models support the existence of the liquid—liquid critical point, whose location was
predicted to be close to the breakpoint (at ~ 1.5 GPa and 950 K) of the melting curve of the
crystalline phase [7]. This prediction has indeed been confirmed by our recent x-ray
absorption measurement [8]. That is, the liquid—liquid critical region will never be ``noman’s land’’ for tin tetraiodide. Moreover, our recent x-ray absorption experiment revealed
the existence of a temperature of maximum density in the region between 1100 K and 1400
K just below 1 GPa, which is quite consistent with the theoretical prediction [9]. In
conclusion, SnI4 is said to be polyamorphically similar to water, but SnI4 allows us to enter
the no man’s land of water [10].

[1] N. Hamaya et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 4597 (1997).
[2] K. Fuchizaki et al., J. Chem. Phys. 130, 121101 (2009).
[3] K. Fuchizaki et al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 82, 033003 (2013).
[4] E. G. Ponyatovsky, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 15, 6123 (2003).
[5] L. D. Son and G. M. Rusakov, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 20, 114108 (2008).
[6] G. Franzese and H. E. Stanley, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 14, 2201 (2002).
[7] K. Fuchizaki et al., J. Chem. Phys. 135, 091101 (2011).
[8] K. Fuchizaki et al. Talk presented at StatPhys26, July 18—22, 2016, Lyon.
[9] K. Fuchizaki, unpublished.
[10] O. Mishima, H. E. Stanley, Nature 396, 329 (1998).
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Viscosityy of superrcooled wa
ater underr pressuree
and two-state interrpretation
n of water anomaliees
Lokendra P.
P Singh, Bruuno Issenm
mann and Fréédéric Cauppin
Univversité Lyonn, Université Claude Bernnard Lyon 1, CNRS, Instiitut Lumière Matière, F-6
69622,
Lyon, Francce

Amonng the numeerous anomaalies of watter, the effect of pressu
ure on its tra
ransport coeefficients
is partticularly strriking. Around room temperaturee, an increase in presssure from ambient
resultss in a decrrease of visscosity and rotational correlation
n time, whiile the tran
nslational
diffusiion coefficiient increasses. At highh enough pressure,
p
arround 200 MPa, the pressure
dependdence is revversed and water behaaves as a normal liquid. The presssure anom
malies for
translaational and rotational diffusion hhave been followed
f
deeep in the ssupercooled
d region.
Howevver, up to now,
n
viscosiity data for supercooled water und
der pressuree was not available.
We reeport for thhe first tim
me such datta [1], obtaained with a Poiseuillle flow exp
periment
perform
med up to 300
3 MPa an
nd down to 20°C below
w the meltin
ng line. Ourr data reveaal a large
intensiification off the viscosiity anomalyy upon cooling: pressu
urization at 244 K red
duces the
viscossity of wateer by nearly
y a factor oof 2. The lo
ocation of th
he viscosityy minimum
m follows
that off the translaational diffusion coefficcient maxim
mum.
We disscuss experrimental datta on dynam
mic properties in the framework
fr
oof two-statee models
for waater. Combinning a mod
dified versioon of a prev
vious dynam
mic model [22] with an existing,
quantiitative modeel for therm
modynamicss [3], we ob
btain an acccurate desccription of dynamic
properrties of staable and supercooled
s
d water un
nder pressu
ure. We di scuss the possible
connecction with a putative ph
hase transittion between
n two distin
nct liquid foorms of supercooled
water [4].

Fig. 11: Locationn in the preessure-tempperature plaane of the extrema aalong isotheerms for
viscossity η (full red
r curve), self-diffusio
s
on coefficieent D (short-dashed bluue curve), ro
otational
correlaation time r (long-dasshed green ccurve), and
d density ρ (dash-dotted
(
d black currve). The
gray ddotted curvee shows the melting linees of ice Ih and ice III
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

L
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ys. 112, 7999–809 (2000
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Do ordinary water and heavy water behave differently under supercooled and
superstretched conditions?
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*

Corresponding author: anisimov@umd.edu

Both ordinary water (H2O) and heavy water (D2O) exhibit similar thermodynamic anomalies
in metastable, supercooled states. However, heavy water has even stronger hydrogen bonds,
with a more distinct tetrahedral structure at higher temperatures, than expected. As a result,
the anomalies are more pronounced in supercooled heavy water. We have revisited
thermodynamic properties of heavy and ordinary water using a concept of two
interconvertible structures, A and B, with a fraction of conversion controlled by
thermodynamic equilibrium. We have developed a new version of the “two-structure”
equation of state, in which structure A explicitly contains the information on the absolutestability limit of the liquid state with respect to vapor. We have found a pronounced
distinction between these two substances in supercooled conditions. In particular, the Widom
line in heavy water is crossing homogeneous nucleation line at a positive pressure. We have
also considered experimental consequences of this difference, especially for the detection of
the anomalies in superstretched water (at negative pressures).
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Ice sublimation in dry weather: Mars vs. Earth
Alexander Bittner
CIC nanoGUNE, Tolosa Hiribidea, 76 E-20018 Donostia - San Sebastian, Spain
a.bittner@nanogune.eu

Growth and sublimation of single and polycrystalline ice were followed in real time with
an environmental electron microscope. Several well-known, and some new phenomena
occur on the microscale, most notably in grain boundaries. In pure water ice, the findings
do not require invoking the existence of liquid water [1].

[1] www.nanogune.eu/en/research/self-assembly/
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We sstudy, by Monte Carlo simulationss, a coarse-g
grained mod
del for bulkk water that includes
manyy-body inteeractions ass- sociated to water cooperativity
c
y. The moddel is efficient and
allow
ws us to equuilibrate watter at extrem
me low temp
peratures in
n a wide rannge of pressu
ures. We
calcuulate the speecific heat (CP ), therm
mal expansiivity (αP ) and
a isotherm
mal compreessibility
(KT ), for whichh we find lo
oci of strongg and weak extrema. Ou
ur results shhow the preesence of
w density liiquid (LDL) and a higgh density liiquid (HDL
L), separatedd by a liquid-liquid
a low
phasee transitionn (LLPT) ending
e
in a liquid-liqu
uid critical point (LL
LCP) and a smooth
strucctural changge between
n HDL andd very high
h density liquid
l
(VH
HDL), recallling the
strucctural transfformation occurring
o
aamong LD amorphou
us, HD amoorphous an
nd VHD
amorrphous. Our results clarify fundaamental pro
operties of bulk
b
water that are co
onsistent
with the availabble experimeental data.

Fig. 1. Phase diaagram of the bulk manyy-body mod
del showing
g the temperrature of maaximum
l
the liqu
uid-gas (LG
G) spinodal,, the liquid-liquid criticcal point (LL
LCP),
densiity (TMD) line,
colorr coded dennsities along
g isochores ((dashed linees) and quan
ntities descrribed in the legend.
[1] V
V. Bianco annd G. Franzeese. Scientiific Reports 4, 4440 (20
014).
[2] F
F. de los Sanntos and G. Franzese. J . Phys. Cheem B, 115 14
4311 (2011 ).
[3] M
M. Mazza annd et al. Pro
oc. Natl. Acaad. Sci. USA, 108, 198
873 (2011).
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Ice forrmation on aerosol partticles is a p rocess of crrucial imporrtance in Eaarth’s climaate, but it
is stilll not underrstood at th
he moleculaar level. Heterogeneo
H
us nucleatiion of ice on solid
particlles in the aeerosols is in
nduced by active sitess, local surfface feature s where icee growth
starts. What makees a local su
urface featuure an activee nucleation
n site is stilll unclear no
owadays,
howevver it is knoown that surrfaces can iinduce ice-llike structurres on adsoorbed water on their
reported electronsurfaces [1], eveen at room
m temperatuure [2]. Reecently a publication
p
e
microsscopic obseervations off aligned ic e crystals on
o feldspar, an atmosppherically im
mportant
compoonent of mineral
m
dust [3]. Thesee experimen
nts were peerformed at low temp
peratures
betweeen -40 andd -25 oC an
nd they aree thus relaated to deposition groowth ice nu
ucleation
mechaanism. Usinng environm
mental scannning electro
on microscopy (E-SEM
M), we found
d similar
alignm
ment for othher feldsparr species annd faces, bu
ut at higher temperature
res (from -2
20 to -10
o
C afteer water coondensation on the felddspar surface), indicating that thiis alignmen
nt is also
induceed for an im
mmersion grrowth ice nnucleation mechanism.
m
Alignmentt of ice crysstals was
correlaated with crystallogrraphic direections on the feldsp
par structuure for eaach face
investiigated.

Fig. 11: A: Phottographs of original F
Feldspar cry
ystal and correspondin
c
ng cuts paarallel to
knownncrystallograaphic faces. B: ESEM
M images of ice cry
ystals alignnment on different
crystalllographic faaces of Feldsspar.

[1] A. Verdaguer et al. Chem
m.Rev. 106, 1478-1510 (2006).
[2] A
A. Verdagueer et al. J.Chem.Phy
J
ys. 138, 12
21101 (2013) and A.. Verdagueer et al.
J.Chem
m.Phys. 129
9, 174705, (2008)
(
[3] A. Kiselev et al.
a Science 355, 367-3771 (2017)
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One of the fundaamental questions regarrding homo
ogeneous ice nucleationn is the stru
ucture of
the criitical cluster in terms of
o size, shappe, and crystalline stru
ucture. By m
means of Molecular
M
Dynam
mics we [1] study the role of the reecently repo
orted ice 0 [2]
[ in ice nuucleation in order to
clarifyy wether this new polym
morph partiicipates in an
a early step
p of this proocess. Follow
wing the
basis pproposed inn the seedin
ng techniquue, we perfform compu
uter experim
ments consisting in
embeddding ice seeeds in sup
percooled w
water and, with
w the aiid of the C
Classical Nu
ucleation
Theoryy (CNT), we
w estimate the size of tthe critical cluster, the interfacial free energy
y and the
nucleaation rate which,
w
n thee end gives us an idea about wheter a nucleaation mechanism is
more favorable than
t
anotheer. We founnd Ice 0 not
n to be th
he precursoor of Ice Ih
h for its
nucleaation rate is 200 orders of magnituude below th
he same of Ice Ih. We have also found
fo
Ice
0 not to be part of
o the shelll of Ice Ih, attributing the misslabeling to thhe order paarameter;
which should noot be used to determinne the crysstalline structure of thhe moleculees in the
surface of any cluusters, due to
t the irreguular surroun
ndings of thee surface moolecules.

[1] J. R
R. Espinosaa, A. Zarago
oza, P. Rosaales-Pelaez, C. Navarro
o, C. Valeriaani, C. Vega and
E.Sanzz, Phys.Revv.Lett. 117, 135702 (20016)
[2] J. R
Russo, F. Romano,
R
and
d H. Tanakaa, “New mettastable form
m of ice andd its role in
n the
homoggeneous cryystallization
n of water,” Nature Matterials 13, 733
7 (2014)
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Genuine antiplasticizing effect of water on a glass-former drug
Guadalupe N. Ruiz1,2, Michela Romanini1,2, Astrid Hauptmann3, Thomas Loerting3,
Evgenyi Shalaev4, Josep LL. Tamarit1,2, Luis C. Pardo1,2 and Roberto Macovez1,2
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Barcelona, Spain.
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3
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Water is the most important plasticizer of organic and biological specimens [1-4], leading
generally to enhanced molecular mobility and lowering of the glass transition temperature
(Tg) of glass-forming samples upon hydration[5-8]. Such plasticizing effect of water in
glass-forming solutions is so ubiquitous and consistent that a recent survey has suggested
that aqueous solutions may display a universal dependence of Tg on water content, with a
relatively steep decrease of the glass transition temperature upon addition of water [9]. In
fact, it has even been suggested that the hydration water content can be quantitatively
determined from the Tg value of the liquid mixtures [10]. Here we present the first-ever
experimental evidence of an antiplasticizing effect of water on a molecular glass former,
prilocaine. We study aqueous solutions of the prilocaine anesthetic by means of scanning
calorimetry, vibrational spectroscopy, and ambient- and high-pressure dielectric
spectroscopy. For a water molar fraction greater than approximately x = 0.3, the system
separates in two stable liquid phases: a prilocaine-rich liquid with minority water content
(liquid L1), and a very dilute water-based solution of prilocaine (liquid L2) [11]. For water
molar fraction below 0.35, the homogeneous L1 liquid is formed. This phase displays an
increase of Tg of up to 4 K and a concomitant slowing down of the cooperative molecular
dynamics, an effect similar to that of applying an hydrostatic pressure on pure prilocaine.
Vibrational characterization indicates that water molecules bridge together prilocaine pairs
via water-donated hydrogen bonds. Our findings have important theoretical consequences
as they shed a whole new perspective on the role of water as plasticizer, and are also of
practical relevance as an increase in Tg implies a higher stability in the amorphous state,
which is a crucial prerequisite to enhance the bioavailability of poorly water-soluble drugs.
[1] Levine H., Slade L. Water Science Reviews. 3, 79 (1988).
[2] Slade L., Levine H. Crit. Rev. Food Sci. Nutr. 30, 155 (1991).
[3] Abiad, M.G., Carvajal, M.T., Campanella, O.H. Food Eng Rev. 1, 105 (2009).
[4] Roos, Y., Karel, M. J. Food Sci. 56, 38 (1991).
[5] Surana R., Randall L., Pyne A., Vemuri N.M., Suryanarayanan R. Pharm Res. 20, 1647
(2003).
[6] Peleg, M. Biotechnol. Prog. 10, 385 (1994).
[7] Angell, C.A. Science. 267, 1924 (1995).
[8] Hancock B.C. Solids. Pharm. Res. 11, 471 (1994).
[9] Zhao, L.S., Cao, Z.X., Wang, Q. Sci. Rep. 5, 15714 (2015).
[10] Wang, Q., Zhao, L.S., Li, C., Cao, Z.X. Sci. Rep. 6, 26831 (2016).
[11] Rietveld, I.B., Perrin, M.A., Toscani, S., Barrio, M., Nicolai. B., Tamarit, J.L., Ceolin.
R. Mol. Pharm. 10, 1332 (2013).
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We haave been sttudying the interactionn between water
w
and different
d
caarbon nanom
materials
using a range off characterizzation technniques including notab
bly near-IR
R, XPS and
d density
functioonal calcullations. Waater interacttion with C60 crystalss is of greeat interest for the
intersttellar chemiistry commu
unity, with tthe recent proof
p
of the existence oof large quan
ntities of
C60+ inn space. In a range of XPS
X experim
ments we sh
how that waater-ice phaase is presen
nt on C60
crystall surfaces, even
e
at room
m temperatuure under ultra-high
u
vaacuum condditions. Com
mparison
with D
DFT calculations of oxygen-hydr
o
rogen-fullerrene structu
ures and asssociated caalculated
XPS-ppeak shifts identify
i
thee two peakss seen to co
orrespond to
o an ice-likke hydrogen
n-bonded
water network, annd hydroxyll groups. N
NEXAFS sy
ynchrotron measuremen
m
nts confirm that this
layer iis confinedd to the cry
ystal surfacees. We speculate abou
ut the impoortance of this
t
as a
potenttial interstelllar zone forr UV-catalyysed reaction
ns [1].
h
been investigatin
i
ng the behaavior of waater and asssociated fu
unctional
In parrallel we have
groupss with grapphene surfacces. The prroduction off graphene oxide (GO
O) via the Hummers
H
methood results inn a range of different suurface funcctional groups [2]. In thhe current study
s
we
use neear-IR meaasurements at differentt humidity to reveal the
t differennt functionaal group
behaviior and degree of hy
ydrogen-bonnding interaaction with
h absorbed water [3]. This is
compaared to diffeerent densitty functionaal structurall models. Understandin
U
ng the behaavior and
changees in waterr-GO bonding will be critical forr many futu
ure applicattions such as water
filtratiion.

Fig. 1:: (left) Two possible waater-fullerenne structurees as modellled with DFFT, (right) near-IR
spectruum for hum
mid graphenee oxide sam
mples.
This prooject has recceived fundiing from the European Union’s Hoorizon 2020 research annd
innovation programm
me under thee Marie Sklod
dowska-Curiie grant agreeement N° 64
42742.

2016)
[1] D. Erbahar, T.. Susi, C. P. Ewels et all., Sci.Rep. 6, 35605 (2
V. Dolbin, W.K.
W Maserr, A.M. Beniito et al., Appl.Surf.Sci. 361, 213––220 (2016))
[2] A.V
[3] Y. Sayed-Ahm
mad-Baraza,, C.P. Ewelss, A.M. Ben
nito, W.K. Maser
M
et al. in prep. (20
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The ssliding of a sharp nanotip on graphhene completely immerrsed in wateer is investigated by
moleecular dynam
mics (MD) and atomicc force micrroscopy. MD
D simulation
ons predict that the
atom
mic-scale stiick-slip is almost ideentical to the
t
one fo
ound in ulttra- high vacuum.
Furthhermore, thhey show th
hat water pplays a purrely stochasstic role onn sliding (solid-to(
solidd) friction. These ob
bservations are subsstantiated by
b frictionn measurem
ments on
graphhene grownn on Cu and
d Ni, wheree, oppositelly to operation in air, lattice reso
olution is
readiily achievedd. Our resu
ults not onlly promote friction force microsscopy in waater as a
robust alternativve to ultraa-high vacuuum measu
urements bu
ut also thhey suggeest that
frictiion measurrements co
ould unveill the subtlle dynamiccal lateral order inducced by a
hydroophobic maaterial like graphene
g
onn the water hydration
h
layer.
l

[1] JJ. G. Vilhenna, Carlos Pimentel, P
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draz, Feng Luo,
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Pedroo A. Serena, Carlos
Pina,, Enrico Gnnecco, and Rubén
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no, 2016, 10
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Effect of a DC Electric field on the melting temperature, nucleation and ice
growth rate of TIP4P/Ice water
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Ice nucleation is the most relevant phase transition on Earth. It has strong applications in
many fields such as the food industry, cryopreservation, and environmental science. A lot of
effort has been put in understanding the mechanism of ice formation, however, many
questions still need to be answered. In this work, we study ice crystallization under static
electric fields by means of computer simulations to find out how the field affects ice
formation: whether it enhances or decreases it [1,2]. For that purpose we introduce ice Ih
spherical seeds in polarised supercooled water in order to evaluate by Seeding+CNT [3-5]
both interfacial free energies and nucleation rates. We also study crystal growth rate by
means of direct coexistence simulations. Our conclusions are that the nucleation and growth
rate are hampered for ice Ih under electric fields. However, when introducing a novel
ferroelectric ice Ic polymorph (Icf), we have discovered that nucleation rates are similar (for
the same supercooling) than the ones estimated for ices Ih/Ic without any electric field and
the growth rates increased. In addition, for the Icf the melting temperature increases with the
electric field (the contrary effect that happens for the ice Ih) which makes Icf nucleation
much more favored. So for the first time, ice Ic presents significant differences respect to the
ice Ih due to its ability for being completely polarised by the electric field.
[1] J.Y.Yan and G.Patey, J. Phys.Chem.Lett. 2, 20 (2011)
[2] J.Y.Yan and G.Patey, J.Phys.Chem.A. 116, 26 (2012)
[3] K. F. Kelton, Crystal Nucleation in Liquids and Glasses. Vol. 45. Academic Press,
Boston (1991)
[4] E.Sanz, C.Vega, J.R. Espinosa, R.Caballero-Bernal, J.L.F.Abascal and C.Valeriani, J.
Am.Chem.Soc. 135, 40 (2013)
[5] B.C.Knott, V.Molinero, M.F.Doherty and B.Peters, J.Am.Chem.Soc. 134, 48 (2012)
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